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Prepare the torque rods
Torque rods usually rotate in bearing tubes let into the \!'Jing, If the ends are

to be glued into the ailerons (as is usual), the axis of each rod and bearing
tube must lie on a continuation of the hinge line, so it is important to position
them accurately. This means that they must be embedded half their diamEIer
into the aileron and half into the wing along the hinge line, so that there is no

appreciable gap (Fig. 14.90). If the ailerons are to be top-llinged and tt,e
rods fixed in them, the rods and tubes will project above the wing surface t.:J
half their diameter (there is a means of sinking them so they don't mar Lhe
appearance of the model; details later). and if the hinges are made from tT,e

enable aileron to

close right up to
back edge of wing
leaving no gap

Shape the facings and fit end caps
Mark the ends of the hinge line and the extents of the chamfers on the encs
of the facings, connect them up over the full length (Fig. 14.88). and fOnTl

the chamfers with a razor plane and long sanding block; all the edges. shouid
be sharp and stTaight. especially the hinge line.

Cut the end caps using the ends they are to fit as templates (Fig- 14,89,

A), glue them on, and hold them in contact INith masking tape (Fig. 14.89,
B). Pay particular attention to making a good bond at the pointed ends where

there is very littJe area to the joints, as these are easily caught and pulied

loose later if they are not finTlly fixed; try fixing these ends with a drop of
foam-friendly cyano for a quick bond and the rest of the caps with PVA. The

caps must also be fixed firmly to the edges of the skins, so there must be
enough glue there. If the caps are cut slightly oversize, no more t."an 1/16"
all round, it will be easier to make sure they are positioned so as to cover Lhe
ends fully. If they are thin and too large, over-tight masking tape may cause
them to bow and pull the centres away from the foam (Fig. 14.89, Cl. or
even to split. When set, take off any excess round the edges. Caps of 1/64"

or 1/32" ply are easily pared down INith a sharp blade used as before for
trimming off the excess veneer from the ends of the panels, First snip off the
pointed end at the trailing edge, then. to avoid pulling the caps avvay from ,the
skins, apply the pressure to the blade towards - never away from ' the aileron
or wing (Fig. 14.89. Dl. Keep the blade very fiat and siice off onii a thin sliv
er at each str'oke; extra care is needed at the pointed ends and corners.

Sand the edges flush, always pushing the block inwards over the edge (Fig.

14.89, El and releasing pressure on the backS"'iJ'Oke to avoid pulling off U"c

cap, especially if it is thin ply. To maximise the stiffness of the aileron, th;; 2S;]5
should be fixed well to the edges of the skins and to the ends of the fSClngs,
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same pieces of iron-on film that cover the upper surface of the wing, the
wrque rods must be fixed into the ailerons before the wing is covered as the
ends cannot be inserted afterwards. When using a single servo for aileron

cont;~'1ere are two pushrods connected to opposite ends of the servo
annn 3S one moves an aileron downwards, the second moves the other
ailem, up. They must be connected to the annnequidistant from the centre
or one aileron will have a greater range of movement than the other.
However, before continuing with fitting the torque rods, there are two topics 
flutter and differential - that need explanation.

Flutter-
Flutter is a rapid oscillation of a control surface caused by the airftow over it,
that can occur when it is improperly installed and inadequately powered. It
can lead to rapid disintegration of the control surface and other parts of the
airframe, and is therefore a dangerous phenomenon and to be avoided. On
lightweight structures it can affect and damage the whole of a flying surface,
even to having wings break off in flight. Excessive speed is a contributory fac
tor to flutter; on airframes that exhibit no trace of it at nonnnalspeeds it can
develop suddenly if the airspeed exceeds a critical value. Depending on the
strength of the structure and fitments and the severity of the flutter, cata
strophic damage can be caused almost immediately, so prompt action to
decelerate the model must be taken if it is to survive unscathed. Prevention is
obviously better than cure, so there are some precautions that should be
taken. In respect of the hinges, avoid leaving a large gap between the \/>'ing
and aileron. Besides being aerodynamically inefficient [Fig. 14.91, Al it
allows the hinge leaves to flex and the ailerons to move bodily up and down
(Fig. 14.91, S) making control somewhat enratic. More importantiy, it
leaves considerable portions of the hinges unsupported so it is also struo
turally unsound and can accelerate the onset of flutter. Hinge flexure and
vibration can not only fatigue the hinge material, but also enlarge the hinge
slots (Fig. 14.91, C), making the symptoms progressively worse and eventu
ally causing the aileron tlJ break off or damage the wing.

All ailemns will be subject to the forces that cause flutter, and it is not only
properly fitted hinges and a closed gap that will prevent it: the rigidity and
strength of the all the components that hold them in position must be ade-

quate. The servo must be secured properly to the wing, and have sufficient
power to remain in the commanded position (Fig. 14.92, AI. The pushrods
must be stiff enough not to bend under pressure [Fig. 14.92, S), the torque
rods must resist the twisting forces that are imposed on them (Fig. 14.92,
Cl and all connections in the linkage must be slop-free with pins fitting snugly
into holes.

Differential
Differential is the situation in which the deflection of a surtace is greater in
one direction than in the other. and it is particularly relevant tlJ the operation
of ailerons, where its purpose is to make the model bank and tum in the
commanded direction more immediately and smoothly, with obvious benefit. It
can be introduced or omitted by the construction and fttting of the torque
rods, so before these are prepared it needs to be .unders"t..Ood.Positive differ·
ential, where there is more deflection upwards than downwards, is more like
ly to be needed than negative, but in many cases none is needed: very rarely,
negative deflection is required. Positive differential, even if redundant. is unlike
ly to be hannnfulexcept in the latter situation.

When an ailemn moves downwards, it has the effect of increasing the cam
ber and angle of attack of the aerofoil (Fig. 14.93). In tum, this increases
the lift force from that side of the wing, at the same time as that-on the
opposite side is reduced by its up-going aileron having the opposite effects.
The inequality of the lift forces on opposite sides of the aircraft causes it to
bank towards the up-going aileron, and then to tum in that direction. All well
and good, except that an increase in lift is accompanied by an increase in
drag, so the wing that lifts has more drag than the one that drops. Thus the
rising wing, intended to be on the outside of any bank~nduced turn, may be
pulled backwards if the dreg force is large enough, so the aircraft com
mences the manoeLM'e by yawing the wrong way, a condition known as
"adverse yeW' (Fig. 14.94). Recovery from this yaw may be slow, and
besides delaying the tum to some degree, makes the manoeuvre appear ine~
egant and the pilot inexpert. By reducing the downwards deflection, the cam
ber (and drag) on that side is increased by a lesser amount, and by simu1ta
neously increasing the upwards movement on the other side, the greater
reduction in lift there may compensate for the now lesser increase on the

t~
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Figure 14.96
Differential by Angled Torque Rods

to the servo arm in front of or behind the centre of rotation of the arm; this
obviates the use of a narrow straight arm, so a disc or six-spoked arm -""illbe
needed (Fig. 14.97, Al, with the holes orientated as shown relative w tila
servo to avoid restricting movement unduly. Discs allo'!\!the connection ho;es
to be positioned anywher.e, not just at 61Xlegree intervals as dictated by a
six-spoked arm.

With torque rods above the wing (Fig.14.97. 8), connections co the arm
are made behind the centre of the output shaft; as the arm rotates clockv,isE
(FIQ. 14.97, 62), the distance moved baclwvards by one pushrod is less
than that moved forwards by the other. and thus the down-going aileron is
deflected less than the up-going. With anticloclo.'Viserotation, same efiecLS
are produced on the opposite ailerons [Fig. 14.97, 83). VVhen rhe torque
rods are beneath the wing [Fig. 14.97, C), the connections to me arm
must be ahead of the output shaft centre to achieve the sama efface. WIT;
differential produced this way, the torque rods can remain at right-sngles w
the pushrods, or can be raked to increase or decrease differential.

There are two things to watch out for. Firstly, with pushrods connected
ahead of the output shaft, they must be on the opposite side of the arm irorr
the servo; if they swing between the arm and the servo they ,'ViIIcontacr ri,e
output shaft housing [Fig. 14.97, C 2 & 3) preventing full rotetion. Sa"w·in
ball-joints (ref: Fig. 7.1 SI, "top-hat" connectors [ref: Fig. 7.17) or simple
joggles [ret: Fig. 7.18) are therefore recommended in this configuration.
SeCondly,the servo must not be allowed to rotate through an angle thae
takes the connection point past the servo centre-line, or the linear motion ,\011

then reverse direction. Consider Fig. 14.97, B2; with a rotation gre2'...er
than 60 degrees, the torque rod which has moved backwards from neuo-sl
to the position shown comes forwards again, reducing the aileron dei1ecaon.m

Figure 14.97
Differential by Offset Connection
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Differential bV angled torque rods
With a right-angle between the pushrod and torque rod and a servo connec
tion in line with the centre of rotation [Fig, 14.95), there will be no differen
tial: it is solelyby the aiteration of this angle that differential can be incorporat
ed, the angle that the torque rod makes with the aileron having no effect
whatsoever. Normally, a servo arm will turn through the same angle each
side of neutral, which means that any given point on the arm will have an
equal linear movement each way; that linear movement causes the pushrod
connection point at tl1e torque rod to move roughly the same amount, and
wit., a right-angled connection the rotation is the same in each direction.

When t'le pushrod meets the torque rod at other than a right-angle, the
rotation of the wrque rod each way differs; hence the upwards and down
wards deftections of the ailerons also differ. With the torque rods above the
wing (Fig. 14.96, A), raking the torque rods forwards induces positive differ
ential (Fig. 14.96, A 1) and increasing the rake makes the differential even
greater [Fig. 14.96, A 2), though avoiding conftict between the wing and the
torque rod may be a problem. If the torque rods are below the wing (FIQ.

14.96, B), then a backwards rake achieves the same results [FIQ. 14.86,
B 1& 2). The opposite rake in each case induces negative differential.

t:>scan be deducad from the illustrations, it is almost always necessary to
cut notches in the Itvingsurface to allow the rods enough movement in each
direction. Even so, fOr'Nard-raked rods can present a problem when pulled
towards the servo, especially if the rake is significant, as they approach and
can jam against the upper surface of the wing. This is especially the case
IIJhencentre-hinging, as the notches may need to be too long and deep to be
practicable without weakening the wing.

Note that the effective line of the torque rod [shown in r.ed in Fig. 14.96,
Cl is from the bottom axis to the centre of the hole into ~vhichthe pushrod
connection fits, not that of the actual rod unless the pushrod is connected
centrnlly on it. Thus rods that don't appear raked may be, while those that
appear not to ~8 raked may actually be so.

down-going side. If the differential is correct, the bank and turn will begin
smoothly, immediately, and in the right direction, giving more pmcise control
of the aircraft. Adverse yew is more pronounced on aircraft with wings of
high aspect-ratio, and hence it is on these that positive differential will more
likelybe necessary. It can also be countered by the simultaneous application
of rudder. but that's a topic for later.

One other potential problem is that the wing with the down-going aileron can
tip-stall. The angle of attack has increased, and probably more at the tip than
at the root; this may introduce wash-in. At the same time, the airspeed of
that wing has reduced as a result of the yaw; the combination of these two
factors can cause the wing to drop suddenly and at worst, the aircraft may
enter a Spin.

Differential can be introduced by raking both torque rods equally so that the
angle between a pushrod and the upright of the torque rod is not a right
angle, or by connecting to the servo arm ahead of or behind the centre of
rotation, or a combination of these. It is possible to intToclucedifferential by
one of these means and modify it by the other. a siWation that may arise
when, for example, the length of the torque rods and the position of the
servo make it impossible to produce the required angle at the torque rod con
nection. Combination may be needed also when neither method used individlJ
ally can produce sufficient differential.

Differential bV offset connection
An aiternative method of creating differential entails connecting the pushrods
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